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The insBectbr-in- CharEe

Bankura Pollce Station

Dlst"- Banku!'a.

-Sub: Prayer to lodge FIR against arrested accused 1) Seikh Adil (21 Yrs) S/O- Seikh Shakil of

Notunchati, Kabbardanga, 2) Saikh Rasid (29 Yrs) S/O- Saikh Hossain Ali of Notunchati,

Kabbardanga 3) Lakshmikanta Gorai (25 Yrs) S/O- Ajit Gorai of Salboni all under PS & Dist.-

Bankura, underthe provision of NDPS Act 1985

Sir, ,'!.

ln producing herewith the following three persons namely 1) Seikh Adil (21 Yrs) S/O: Seikh

Shakil of Nutunchoti, Kabbardanga, 2) Saikh Rasid (29 Yrs) S/O- Saikh Hossain Ali of

Nutanchatti, Kabbardanga 3) Lakhikanta Gorai (25 Yrs) S/O- Ajit Gorai of Salboni all of PS &

Dist.-Bankura under arrest along with the following seized articles under proper seizure list i)

one white colour nylon bag containing 5 Kgs and 300 grams "ganja", ii) one motor cycle-

Yamaha FZ 25 having Registration .no- WB-682-2763, Engine No- G3H7E0071641, and

Chassis No- ME1RG4219JO04717O (btue and black in colour) , and iii) 3 mobile sets of the

following description a) One Samsung company mobile hand set having tMEl No.

353573097438294t01 & 35357409743829il01 having SIM card No. 89918400400504593075

and mobile number 9907054880 (found:inrthe pocket of accused SK Rasid) , (b) One Samsung

company mobile hand set having lMEl No. 356129101370465/01 & 356130101370463i01

having SIM card No. 899131099004974110041 and mobile number 7044657418 (found in the

pocket of accused SK Lakshmikanta Garai) , (c) One mobild hand set having lMEl No.

861556048312010 and 861556048312002 having SIM card No. 89915109040971096614

(airtel) Mobile No.,8116512715 (found in,,thg pocket of Sk Adil) , lSl Abir Kumar Pain of

Bankura PS do hereby lodge complaint that on 05.08.21 at 19.05.hrs the duty officer of

Bankura PS ASI Mahadeb Gorai received a secret and credible source information that three

persons are carrying huge quantity "Ganjal' in a Yamaha FZ bike at Rajagram near Rajagram

Bridge, Bankura Municipality under Bankura FS. They are waiting there for their customer. The

inforrnation was diarized vide Bankura PS GDE No-295. dt 05.08.21. The information was

shared with all superiors and I was directed to work out the information seriously. Accordingly l,

Sl Abir Kumar Pain along with,force namely C/1340 Sristidhar Bhattacharyya , C|1077 Srimanta
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Bhattacharyya , ct126 Narayan Chandra Mondal left PS for Rajagram Bridge to work,out the
information with Govt. vehicle bearing no- wB oarudsTt,along With onrt.t issued arms and
ammunition, weighting inst?ument, white paper, gala, carbon paper, stamp pad, candles,
polythene pack, testing kit, seal and the iO's kit box etc. wlth us. This refers to Bankura pS GDE
No. 296 dated 05.08.2021 and Bankura PS cc No. 441712021 dated 05.0g,2021. Town mobile
patrolling officer ASI Pankaj Patra was also directed to accompany me. Myself alorrg with force
met ASI Pankaj Patra near Lokepur under Bankura PS at about 20.45 hrs and then proceeded
towards Rajagram Bridge and searched for the ss6rlsed persons and the motor cycle as
described by the secret source. After a while myself algng with force could find one motor cycle
was coming from Rajagram side. On suspicion and to work out the information , I stopped the
motor cycle near Kali temple of Rajagram bridge and found that it was yama ha FZmotor cycle
vide Reg' no- WB-682'2763 and three persons were seated on the said motor cycle. Seeing the
Police, those persons were trying to flee away from the spot. But with the hetp of
accompanied police personnel we could able to detain them. I also found that the person who
was sitting in the middle of the motor cycle was carrying a bag on his lap. lt appeared to contain
some suspicious articles and as per source information those might be ,.Ganja,,. Accordingly I

contacted lC, Bankura PS and requested him to be present there or to inform any Executive
Magistrate to accompany the procedure of search and seizure. At abou l2z.oshours tnspector
shri Debasis Panada, lc Bankura PS reached at the spot and I urietea him in a short. we
waited for some reasonable time for executive magistrate. t would like to inforrn that sDo.
sadar Bankura was requested through e-mail to depute an executive magistrate to guide
police in the procedure of search and seizure. But no Executive Magistrate reached there. l/c
Bankura PS disclosed his identity after introducing himself to the accused persons who
disclosed their identity as 1) seikh Adil (21 Yrs) s/o- seikh shakil of Nutunchoti, Kabbardanga,
2) saikh Rasid (29 Yrs) s/o- Saikh Hossain Ali of Nutanchatti, Kabbardanga and s) Lpkhikaita
Gorai (25 Yrs) S/o- Ajit Gorai of salboni all of PS & Dist.-Bankura. After that l/c Bankura ps
asked me to issue notice to the suspects that in the matter of search if any Executive Magistrate
is required or not and if they are willing to search our persons prior to their search. Accordingly, I
prepared notice, served upon them and they expressed that there is no need of any Executive
Magistrate for searching and they do not want to search the persons of the police ,il;;;";Accordingly as per instruction of l/c Bankura PS, I started searching the suspected persons and
the bags which was found in their possession. Then on thorough search of the whit,e and green
colour bag (which was found in the possession of the accused persons), I found that the said
bag contains ganja' I measured it by using the weight machine and found that weigh, 
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"ganja" was 5 Kg' 300 grams. on being asked they failed to produce any valid paper or



document for possessing the said huge amount of ganja. They also admitted that they used to
sell "Ganja"' as a drug to the addicted people in lieu of money. They also admitted their guilt but
denied to disclose the source of procurement of the said "ganja". Accordingly I seized the white
and green colour bag ontaining 5 Kg 300 grams of ganja from their possession in presence and
under guidance of lC Bankura PS. I atso seized the motor cycle Yam aha FZ 25 having
Registration .no- wB-682-2763, Engine No- G3H7EOo7 1641. and chassis No-
ME1RG4219J0047170 (blue and black colour) by which the accused persons were carrying the

-"ganja" ' I have also seized the mobile sets found in the possession of the accused persons as
-noted below : 3 mobile sets of the following description a) One Samsung company mobile hand
set having lMEl No. 353573097438294t01 & 3535740974382g2t01 having slM card No"
89918400400504593075 and mobile number 9907054880 (found in the pocket of accused SK
Rasid) ' (b) one Samsung company mobile hand set having lMEt No. 35612g101370465/01 &
356130101370463/01 having SIM card No. 89913109900497411a041 and mobite number
7044657418 (found in the pocket of accused SK Lakshmikanta Garai) , (c) One mobile hand set
having lMEl No. 8615560483'12010 r and 8-61556048312002 having StM card No.
89915109040971096614 (airtel) Mobite No. 81 1651271.5 (found in the pocket of Sk Adit) The
seizure was done in between 22.05 hrs to 23:05 hrs on 05.08.2021. As no public was present
there during the process of search of seizure, the accompanied police personnel who witnessed
the entire procedure of search and seizure, put their signature on the seizure list as witness.
The seized bag containing 5 kg 300 grams ganja has been labeled in presence of witnesses. I

would like to note that the suspected persons namely seikh Adil, saikh Rasid, and Lakhikanta
Gorai are notorious miscreants and rowdy in nature and they are involved in many crimes
against property. I arrested the above noted accused purronr:namely, 1) Seikh Adil (21 yrs)' 
S/O- Seikh Shakil of Nutun'cl",roti, Kabbardanga, 2) Saikh Rasid (29 Yrs) S/O- Saikh Hossain Ali
of Nutanchatti, Kabbardanga 3) Lakhikanta Gorai (25 Yrs) s/o- Ajit Gorai of salboni ail of ps &
Dist.-Bankura after maintaining all legalformalities and directions of Honourable Apex Court and
the guidelines of NHRC regarding arrest.

I have interrogated the accused persons thoroughly regarding the owner ship of the motor cycle"
The accused persons told that the name of the motor cycle owner is Biren Kar S/O- Nokul Kar
of Rajagram , PS+ Dist- Bankura. I have verified the same and came to learn that said Biren Kar
has'already been arrested on 28.0712021 by coke oven ps (ADpc) ,in c/w coke oven pS.

case no 125121 dtd- 28107t21 uls- 20(bXllXB) of NDPS Act and now he is in J/C. I also came to
learn that the above noted accused persons used to carry and se1 "ganja,, by the said motor
cycle since long and they are the partners of the owner of the said motor cycle narnely Biren
Kar" q,
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tr am submitting this

its investigation may kindly'be.arrangec.l. I handed over the arrested accused person and other

relevant papers to the duty officer,

Typed by nne in my persona! laptop"

Date: 05"08"20i21

FS+Dist- Bankura"
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Yours faithfully
1 l.-r^-*--*,^ V I\--l :*+{ie

es\drta,*+
(Sl Abir Kumar Pain) ' l


